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Some EMU courses travel to
famous sites of history

By Amy

E. Whitesall

When Eastern Michigan history professor Steven Ramold takes his one
week Civil War Battlefield class to the Library of Congress in Washington,
D.C., he spends much of the day moving around from student to student,
making sure they're able to decipher the 17th century handwriting as each
researches a different Civil War era soldier or civi ian.
On one such
trip, he
stopped to
check in on a
student who
looked a bit
puzzled, and
asked if
everything
was OK. She
was holding a
soldier's letter
- written to
his wife to let
her know that
he'd been
wounded in
battle, but
that he would
be OK. There PARISH STOP: John Mccurdy (in white shirt), an
was no
EMU associate professor of history, talks to students
problem with in his "Pilgrims and Patriots" class outside the First
the
Parish Church in Plymouth, Mass. Mccurdy lectures
penmanship or about how this is the same congregation the Pilgrims
the ink, but
founded in Scrooby, England in 1606. They moved to
there was a
Holland and then to America in 1620. The church has
substance
been at the current site since 1622, although the
smeared on
current building dates back to 1897.
the paper and
she couldn't figure out what it was.
"It was the man's blood, dried onto the paper," Ramold said. "When I told
her that her eyes got really big and you could see that moment of
realization. This is the real thing. This is not reproduced stuff. That's what
really makes this worthwhile."
Ramold has taught the weeklong travel course, "Civil War: Combat,
Culture and Place," every summer since he came to EMU in 2005. The
course includes visits to a series of key Civil War battlefields and historic
sites.
It's one of four travel classes offered by the EMU History department.
other weeklong field study courses visit New England, Italy, France and
England, giving students a ground-level perspective on colonial America,
Renaissance Italy and the D-Day invasion.
"In the classroom we do a lot of reading and lectures where we're trying to
understand what's going on in the minds of people long since dead," said
John Mccurdy, an associate professor of history, whose inaugural "Pilgrims
and Patriots" course visited colonial and revolutionary sites around Boston
last summer.
"When you can stand where they actually stood, you get a better sense of

culture and politics, and I think that's more true the farther back you go,"
Mccurdy said.
Last summer, Mccurdy stood in the street in Boston, lecturing about the
Boston Massacre in the very spot where it happened. His students could
see the harbor, the wharf, the building that was once the State House. On
another leg of the trip, the class visited Salem, Mass., which has built a
tourism niche out of a mis-remembrance of history.
"The witchcraft trials happened in Danvers, not Salem. But, if you go
explore the town of Salem, there are all these kitschy witch museums,"
Mccurdy said. "Then you go to Danvers and there's nothing. The town
covers over the past. It looks just like another Boston suburb. But the
town, where nothing actually happened, is very proud of its witchcraft
history."
McCurdy's
group
included 13
students,
about the
same number
Ramold took
the first time
he offered the
Civil War
battlefield tour
at EMU. Word
of-mouth has
since caused
the class
which is
capped at 30
LITTLE ROUND TOP: Students in Steven Ramold's an - to fill
quickly every
one-week course, "Civil War: Combat, Culture
and Place," explore Little Round Top, the site of a key year. Both of
the domestic
clash during the Battle of Gettysburg.
trips cost
about $1,000 in addition to per-credit fees, which includes all travel and
lodging, entry fees for all of the historic sites and some meals.
The European trips - professor Ron Delph's "Power, Place and Image in
Florence and Rome" over winter break and Ramold's new summertime
offering "Overlord: D-Day and Beyond," cost about 30 percent more and
don't include airfare to their European starting points.
Because Ramold often hears parents ask, "What can my kid do with a
history degree?," he tries to blend in some behind-the scenes looks at
history related careers - in archeology, archiving and within the National
Park Service.
Ramold tries to run the classes at an unhurried pace, but also asks his
students to do a lot of walking. One student logged 36 miles on her
pedometer for the week.
Walking battlefields, In particular, drives home the role geography played
in the history that happened there. Climbing through boulders to reach the
crest of Little Round Top teaches something about the Battle of Gettysburg
that can't be experienced looking through a bus window while air
conditioning blows on you.
"The feedback is almost universally overwhelmingly positive," Ramold said.
"It's not a vacation, but I want them to have fun. It's important that they
get a worthwhile experience, and want to go back and visit these spots
again."
For more information on history department courses, go to
http://www.ernich.edu/history/oppo-travel.html.
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EMU partners with
Peace Corps'
Master's
International
Program

By Geoff Larcom
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The setting was a classroom in the basement of Boone Hall, but visions of
faraway places and remarkable teaching and cultural experiences filled the
minds of everyone in the room.
Representatives from the Peace Corps visited Eastern Michigan Oct. 15 for
a get acquainted session as the University begins its partnership with the
agency in offering a master's degree in Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages (TESOL).
The new
partnership is
a part of the
Peace Corps'
Master's
International
program,
which allows
volunteers to
combine
Peace Corps
service with a
master's
degree
program, and
receive credit
for their
service
PEACEFUL PARTNERSHIP: Peace Corps
abroad.
representatives met with Eastern Michigan University
Eastern
administrators Oct. 15 to discuss its partnership in
Michigan
the Peace Corps' Master's International Program. The
participants in program allows volunteers to combine Peace Corps
the Peace
service with a master's degree program and receive
Corps
credit for their service abroad. Pictured (from left)
International are Peace Corps Deputy Director Carolyn HesslerMaster's
Radet, Peace Corps Regional Manager Katie O'Connor,
program will Peace Corps recruiter Pravin Mollavaram; Cathy Day,
finish 1 1/2
an EMU professor in the department of world
years of
languages; Byron Bond, dean of EMU's Extended
graduate
Programs and Educational Outreach; and Rosemary
school here
Westin-Gil, department head of world languages.
before
earning six credits for their service abroad, which lasts 27 months. The
student then returns for a final semester of study at EMU.
The crowd of approximately 20 Peace Corps officials and Eastern faculty
members and administrators, including President Susan Martin, expressed
excitement over the possibilities that exist for future EMU students.
"It dramatically changed my life," said Carolyn Hessler-Radelet, deputy
director of the Peace Corps.
She noted both the practical experience and the growth that comes from
living with another family in a foreign country. These include speaking the
language with them and immersing one's self in the culture.
Hessler-Radelet said that EMU's application, written by Jeff Popko, an EMU
assistant professor of foreign languages and bilingual studies, was one of
the better ones they had seen for this program.

"EMU has a very good reputation in our book," she said.
Katie O'Connor, a regional manager in the Chicago recruitment office, said
the Peace Corps relies strongly on Michigan for top applicants, noting that
the corps received 10 applications from EMU students last year, with nine
recommended for service. In all, there are 309 Michigan residents
currently serving in the Peace Corps, officials said.
O'Connor, who did her service In Nicaragua, said there are "thousands" of
positions available this year.
Eastern has the only TESOL-Peace Corps program in the Midwest, and
plans to propose pther graduate programs in the future for a Master's
International degree.
Eastern will oversee any scholarships and financial aid to students while
they are on campus. Benefits during service in the Peace Corps include full
health and dental coverage, a monthly living allowance, free travel to the
country of service, 48 vacation days over two years and a $7,425
readjustment allowance upon completion of service.
"Eastern has a strong and flexible curriculum, with a practical focus that
ideally fits the needs of the Peace Corps," said Deb deLaski-Smith, interim
dean of EMU's Graduate School. "We are excited to be affiliated with the
Peace Corps in this program. Our students will benefit, and so will the
people they help around the world."
deLaski-Smith notes that the pairing of Eastern Michigan and the Peace
Corps in a master's international program in teaching English to speakers
of other languages (TESOL) is particularly appropriate.
"Just eight miles from the spot where President Kennedy Introduced the
Peace Corps (on the steps of the Michigan Union), EMU continues to recruit
students to its master's TESOL program," she said. "Founded 30 years ago,
the TESOL program is one of the oldest of its kind in Michigan."
Popko said that the new program will be promoted to prospective students
starting during International Week (Oct. 24-30), in November, and at
tables in the Student Center and other areas, as well as at career fairs.
The program officially begins in fall 2011, but any current TESOL student
could convert and do an internship with the Peace Corps, said deLask
Smith.
deLaski-Smith and Tom Venner, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
noted Eastern's commitment to a program of international outreach.
Eastern draws students from an exceptionally diverse metropolitan area students who can offer a distinct perspective and focus to the Peace
Corps, deLaski-Smith notes.
At the meeting, Peace Corps representatives spoke of the cache' that
service holds to prospective employers.
"It sounds like you are giving up a salary, but in fact you are gaining so
much," O'Connor said.
More information is available at www.peacecorps.gov/masters.
Eastern Michigan students interested in the Peace Corps also may contact
Stephen Burwood, Academic Programs Abroad, at sburwood@emich.edu.
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Business included in
The Princeton
Review's "The Best
300 Business
Schools" for 2011,
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By Ward Mullens

Eastern Michigan University's College of Business has been included among
"The Best 300 Business Schools" for 2011, according to the Princeton
Review.
"This recognition, for the
seventh straight year,
validates that our faculty
are truly providing a top
quality education for our
students," said David
Mielke, dean of EMU's
College of Business. "It is
not just stating that we
are innovative, applied
and global, but actually
delivering an education
that integrates these
important business
concepts in the curriculum
for our graduates. It also
is important to note that
our Ethos program, with
an emphasis on business
ethics, is the foundation
for all we do."
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The Princeton Review
compiled the lists based
on its surveys of 19 ,000
students attending the
300 business schools in
TAKNG CARE O F BUSINESS: For the
the book, as well as on
seventh straight year, Eastern Michigan
school-reported data. The
.
.
.
University's College of Business has been
. at
ent'ire I'1 �t is
.
included among "The Best 300 Business
www.PnncetonRev1ew.com
Schools" for 2011, according to The
Princeton Review.
According to The
Princeton Review website, inclusion in the publication is based on criteria
for academic excellence and surveys conducted of students. The
publication attempted to collect student opinions and statistical data from
all American graduate business schools accredited by the Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), as well as from
accredited international business schools.
Comments about Eastern Michigan's College of Business included:
• Offering an affordable, flexible and "very student-oriented" MBA
program, Eastern Michigan University is a public school with a
contemporary touch.
• Within the two-year MBA, Eastern Michigan excels at "staying
current with business trends and developing a program aimed
directly at reaching higher placement in the workforce."
• The "innovative curriculum" integrates fundamental business areas
with contemporary business topics such as global knowledge,
innovation, analytical skills, ethics and critical thinking.

• Course content is extremely current" with a pointed focus on
"preparing students ... through exposure to business and industry."
The EMU College of Business has approximately 2,600 undergraduate
students pursuing one of 12 majors and 900 graduate students pursuing
either an MBA, Masters of Information Systems, Masters of Integrated
Marketing Communications, Masters of Human Resources and
Organizational Development or Masters of Accounting. Almost 6 percent of
the undergraduate students and 35 percent of the graduate students are
international students.
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EMU receives
$322,000 stimulus
grant to preserve
Arctic languages

By Amy E. Whitesall
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The world has abcut 4,700 spoken languages. But, by the end of :he
current century, t1at number will very likely be cut in half, said Anthony
Aristar, an Eastern Michigan University linguistics professor. And every
language that dies takes a little bit of human history with it.
Aristar and his wi�e, Helen Aristar-Dry, are co-directors of EMU's Institute
for Language Infcrmation and Technology, as well as moderators of the
Linguist List, an cnline community for linguists around the world.
Through an
ongoing
project called
LLMAP
(Language
and Location:
a Map
Annotation
Project),
they've
developed an
interactive
database of
maps that not
only preserves
information
about
disappearing
languages, but
also provides LANGUAGE AND LOCATION: (from left) Gary Holton,
a context for a professor at the University of Alaska-Fairbanks,
exploring
reviews a map of Arctic regions with Hunter
human history Thompson Lockwood, who is finishing his master's
worldwide.
tlllegree in linguistics at EMU, and Stephanie Morse,
LLMAP is a
who received her master's degree in linguistics from
joint project
EMU and is now a doctoral student at the University
with the
of California-Santa Barbara. Eastern Michigan
University of recently received a $332,923 grant from the National
Stockholm and Science Foundation's Arctic Sciences Division. The
the EMU
;Jrant will be used for a mapping project to help
Institute for
preserve more than 40 languages indigenous to the
Geospatial
Arctic region.
Research and
Education.
The latest phase of the mapping project, called ICE (Integrating
Cartographic Elements: Creating Resources Emphasizing Arctic Materials),
expands the dcta available for the Arctic regions, where more than 40
indigenous languages - from at least six genetically distinct language
families - are spoken. ICE is supported by a $332,923 grant from the
National Science Foundation's Arctic Sciences Division.
"The polar regions are important, historically, because that's how people
got here," Aris:ar said. "They had to have come through Alaska to settle
America, so th:it early history is very interesting to archaeologists .... Life
is hard up there. The number of speakers tends to be sparse and, as a
result, a number of languages are headed down the road to extinction very
fast."
The project h� involved more data crunching in Ypsilanti than one might

expect of something supported by a department devoted to Arctic
sciences. But Aristar and Aristar-Dry did send two graduate students to
Alaska to gather linguistic data, gleaned by government agencies through
interviews with native speakers. By examining the way native speakers use
a language - in the names they assign to places, for example researchers can gain insight into the way those people relate to their
world.
"It's always linguistic data (that we're gathering), but it also includes
things people would call anthropological data," Aristar said.
That information was then integrated with a Geographical Information
System (GIS), a system that captures, stores, analyzes, manages and
presents information linked to a location. The resulting maps, which can be
found online at www.llmap.org, help scholars across several disciplines linguistics, geography, anthropology, archaeology, history, genetics make comparisons, pursue answers and raise new questions. The site
Includes maps classified by continent, historical period, language traits,
demographics, climate, political divisions, geography and plants and
animals.
Maps can be "layered" on top of one another so that a visitor can see, for
example, how the plant hardiness zones of Canada correspond with the
languages spoken there, or how a particular language moved inland over
time. Assigning each collection of data to a place creates common ground,
so to speak, from which to make meaningful comparisons.
"It advances scholarship about humankind, its history and how people
came to be the way they are," Aristar said.
The maps cross-reference "multi-trees" - part of another Linguist List
project that's devoted to plotting all of the world's languages into charts
that resemble a linguistic family tree. Each tree shows how a given
language derives from another and branches off into others. Lose a
language before that lineage is described, and that information can't be
recovered. All of the projects are designed to go on in perpetuity,
accumulating Information like a rolling snowball. And, in the Arctic in
particular, there's a sense that the linguists are racing against time to roll
the ball as big as they can.
"All of this will be gone in 100 years," Aristar said. "We're sort of
preserving this stuff for posterity."
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EMU, Detroit River
International
Wildlife Refuge fight
invasive species
using high-tech
tools

By Pamela Young
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The spread of invasive species is a global problem that significantly
impacts both the economy and environment. Stopping these ecological
invaders remains a challenge to scientists and managers, who are
developing new control strategies.
Eastern
Michigan
University, in
partnership
with the U.S.
Fish and
Wildlife
Service's
Detroit River
International
Wildlife
Refuge
(DRIWR),
recently was
awarded
$487,000 to
expand upon
previous work FRIGHTENING PHRAGMITES: In this photo from June
that evaluated 2009, Yichun Xie (left) head of EMU's Institute for
the extent of Geospatial Research and Education, examines
the invasion of Phragmites australis, an invasive wetlands species in
the common Southeastern Michigan. Eastern Michigan faculty
reed
- including (above, from middle) Steve Francouer,
(Phragmites
Kristi Judd and Bill Welsh - also are pictured.
australis) in
Eastern, in partnership with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
the refuge;
Service's Detroit River International Wildlife Refuge,
quantified
was recently awarded a $487,000 grant to expand
initial control upon previous work that evaluated the extent of the
effort; and
invasion of the common reed in the refuge.
measured
short-term effects of this plant invasion on water quality.
In the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem, coastal wetlands support a number of
critical ecosystem services, Including wildlife and waterfowl habitat. These
wetlands are threatened not only by the aggressive spread of the common
reed, but also the purple loosestrlfe {Lythrum salicaria ) and the aquatic
alga (Lyngbya).
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Ocean
Service, Ocean Resources Conservation and Assessment Program awarded
the grant.
"This project is another fine example of strengthening the science-policy
linkage and practicing adaptive management of aquatic ecosystems," notes
Congressman John D. Dingell (D-MI). "This project brings the cutting-edge
knowledge of Eastern Michigan researchers together with the world-class
management capability of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to better manage
habitats and fish and wildlife populations in North America's only
international wildlife refuge."
In the coming year, EMU's Institute for Geospatial Research and Education,
the Biology Department, and the Geography and Geology Department will
expand the project's scope to include multiple invasive species that
currently impair the refuge's economic and environmental safety.

Phase II will consider multiple problematic invasive species in the
International Wildlife Refuge, and long-term assessment of the DRIWR's
Phragmites australis and other invasive species control efforts.
These efforts will involve on-the-ground surveys and water quality
analysis. In addition, it will include remote satellite detection of invasive
species, mapping of their locations, and management decision support
through advanced Geographic Information Systems technology. The pilot
GIS portal can be viewed at http://mapservices.igre. emich.edu/DRIWR/.
"U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is very fortunate to be working on this
collaborative research project with EMU researchers and graduate students
to better understand ecosystems processes, prioritize management efforts,
evaluate effectiveness of management actions, and lay the foundation for
tracking long-term changes," said John Hartig, refuge manager of the
Detroit River International Wildlife Refuge.
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Stagnant and murky are two of the adjectives most commonly used in
articles to describe the current and future job markets
Oct. 19, 2010 issue

EMU public service
training gives career
advisers real look at
federal job market

By Ward Mullens

Sunny and plentiful are the words used to describe the outlook for the
federal job market for the next two years.
According to the Partnership for Public Service, the federal job market is
expected to expand by 2.1 million civilian employees between now and
2012. That includes 384,000 new government jobs that will become
available as current federal employees leave their jobs.
Eastern Michigan University recently joined forces with the Partnership for
Public Service to host one of six "Call to Serve" training sessions for college
and university career administrators. The purpose of the training, which
took place Oct. 6, was to provide college administrators with information
from federal recruiters about how to help students enter a growing
government workforce.
"We received a wealth of information about internships, job opportunities
for our graduating seniors, 'Best Places to Work,' salary information, job
posting websites, and so much more," said Barbara J. Jones, senior
corporate relations manager at Eastern Michigan University. "Since 16
percent of the jobs are located in Washington, D.C., students who wish to
remain in the Midwest have opportunities they can pursue closer to home.
The partnership also provides us with opportunities to network with federal
agency representatives, whom we can now invite to campus to meet with
our students."
"This year's process was extremely competitive, and attracted applications
from more than 50 colleges and universities. It involved a rigorous review
by both Partnership staff and federal agency representatives, as well as a
phone interview," said Samantha Donaldson, program manager for PPS.
While the outlook for federal jobs is better than the overall picture, the
jobs being created fall into very specific areas and the competition for the
jobs is tough.
"They are predicting an 8-12 percent workload increase for the next 20
years," a social security recruiter told career administrators at the
conference.
That same recruiter said that he would not be able to hire anyone in his
region until next spring, if at all.
On the other end of the hiring spectrum is the FBI. Although down from
the previous year, the FBI is slated to hire approximately 700 new special
agents and an additional 1,000 support services positions across the nation
this year.
Recruiters from the Drug Enforcement Administration and the Food and
Drug Administration also attended the training, in an effort to help advisors
understand what they are looking for in prospective employees and
interns.
Samuel J. Heyman founded the Washington, D.C.-based Partnership for
Public Service, a nonprofit, in 2001 . A veteran of the Kennedy Justice
Department, Heyman created the Partnership in an effort to restore

prestige to government service and re-establish the federal government as
an attractive employer for America's best and brightest, as it was when he
graduated from law school.
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Now that campaign season is in full swing, many members of the
University community have asked about their rights and responsibilities
regarding campaigning for or against a candidate or ballot initiative.
Oct. 19, 2010 issue
EMU has rules for
political campaign
do's and don'ts

From staff reports

Leigh Greden,
executive
director of
government
and
community
relations, and
Gloria Hague,
University
Counsel,
recently
issued an e
mail advisory
to campus.
"We
encourage all
CAMPAIGN SEASON: Jocelyn Benson, the Democratic
faculty and
staff members nominee for Michigan Secretary of State, spoke about
to be active in her campaign to EMU students Oct. 14 in the Student
Center. Benson's appearance was part of a planned
the political
series of appearances by political candidates on
process but,
campus during the campaign season. State and
because we
national mid-term elections are scheduled Nov. 2.
are a public
body, it is important to understand the limitations on using public (e.g.
University) funds to engage in these activities," the advisory read. "We
hope that the following information will help you understand the many
activities In which you may engage, as well as those that are restricted by
law because EMU is a public body."
First, Michigan law does not prohibit faculty and staff members from
participating fully in political activities, provided they are acting on their
own behalf and using their personal time and resources. However, Section
57 of the Michigan Campaign Finance Act prohibits the use of EMU
resources to support or oppose a candidate or the qualification, defeat or
passage of a ballot proposal.
Examples of the kinds of political activities generally not permitted under
Michigan law are:
• Sending out a mailing using University stationery or postage or
using a University-provided e-mail address to campaign for or
against a ballot initiative or candidate running for office. Individuals
who receive political campaign solicitations via University e-mail are
advised to delete these e-mails upon receipt. DO NOT FORWARD
campaign solicitations using University e-mail as this implies your
support for the candidate and may be viewed as utilizing University
resources for solicitation purposes, which would be a violation of
state law.
• Using a University copy machine to copy flyers supporting or
opposing a ballot initiative or candidate.
• Conducting a political campaign from a University office or other
University facility, or otherwise using University resources, such as a

University-provided telephone, computer, e-mail address, etc., to
conduct such a campaign.
• Purporting to carry on a political campaign in the name of the
University.
However, if EMU resources are not being used, faculty and staff have great
leeway to engage in political activities. Here are some examples of the
kinds of activities that faculty and staff may engage in as individuals on
their own time, provided they do not use University resources and do not
say or imply they are acting on behalf of the University:
• Donating money to support or oppose a ballot initiative or political
candidate.
• Acting as a campaign volunteer by writing letters, making phone
calls, knocking on doors, or distributing flyers in support of or
opposition to a candidate or ballot proposal.
• Organizing or attending rallies in support of or opposition to a
political candidate or ballot proposal.
• Writing letters to the editor or op-ed pieces supporting or opposing a
political candidate or ballot initiative.
• Giving speeches and participating in debates for or against a
particular candidate or ballot proposal.
• Writing to elected officials to express personal opinions on a
candidate or ballot initiative.
The law includes several exceptions that permit limited use of public
resources for certain political activities that would not constitute support
for or opposition to a candidate or ballot proposal. Here are some
examples of those kinds of activities, in which faculty and staff may
properly engage under the law:
• Conducting scholarly research on the effects of a ballot initiative on
the University, on the state, on the economy, etc.
• Compiling and assembling data and other factual information on the
effects of a ballot proposal or on candidates' positions.
• Disseminating factual material and/or the results of scholarly
research on a ballot proposal to news organizations and academic
journals.
• Posting factual material and/or the results of research on a ballot
initiative to a University website.
• Planning conferences, forums, symposiums or panel discussions, or
inviting guest speakers (including, in some circumstances,
candidates) to campus, to discuss campaign-related issues.
It may be helpful to seek additional guidance to ensure that the above
activities, if conducted using any University resources, do not appear to
constitute support for or opposition to a candidate or ballot initiative.
For questions, contact Gloria Hage at 487-1055 or Leigh Greden at 4877048.
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Two cases of
pertussis (whooping
cough) have been
diagnosed

From University
Health Services
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Two cases of pertussis (whooping cough) have recently been diagnosed at
Eastern Michigan University. The two cases are being treated and those
potentially exposed have been notified.
Pertussis is a highly contagious
disease that can spread easily among
susceptible household members and
in group settings, such as schools and
workplaces. Adolescents and adults
are at risk for infection with the
disease since vaccine protection
decreases over time. Washtenaw
County has experienced a large
increase in reported pertussis cases
during the past two years .
Pertussis is spread through direct
contact with droplets in the air from a
symptomatic person (cough, sneeze,
sharing food and eating utensils, etc.)
or by sharing the same confined space L----------=�---=�--....1
WHOOPING COUGH: Two cases
in close proximity (less than 3 feet)
of pertussis {whooping cough)
for one hour or more.
have recently been diagnosed.
Pertussis is a highly contagious
What are the symptoms of
disease.
pertussis?
• The disease usually takes one to three weeks to incubate with the
most common symptoms as follows: mild cough, low-grade fever,
runny nose (first 1-2 weeks)
• Cough gets worse and comes in severe fits, cough is dry and harsh,
cough ends with a whoop sound on inspiration (may last for several
weeks)
The symptoms of whooping cough may resemble other medical conditions,
so consult a physician early.
What is the treatment for pertussis?
• Pertussis is confirmed by a lab test.
• Standard treatment is a five-day course of antibiotics. The person
with symptoms of pertussis needs to stay isolated at home until the
antibiotics are com pleted.
• If the lab testing comes back negative, they can return to
school/work prior to finishing the antibiotic, but should still finish the
antibiotic.
• If someone has been coughing three weeks or more when their
pertussis is diagnosed, antibiotics are recommended. The person
can attend activities since the level of infectivity is typically much
lower at this point.
What are the best forms of prevention against pertussis?

• Get vaccinated. A new pertussis containing vaccine (Tdap) is
available for persons 10-64 years of age. The vaccine is available at
Snow Health Center.
• Cover your coughs and sneezes, and wash your hands often with
soap and water. Use an alcohol-based hand cleaner if soap and
water are not available.
For questions or concerns, call your health care provider, Snow Health
Center at 487-1122 or the Washtenaw County Health Department at (734)
544-6700.
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Vera Holtzman Hoffman Touse, a bookkeeper in Eastern Michigan
University's Accounting Department from 1952-71, died Oct. 8. She was
100.
Oct. 19 , 2010 issue
Former EMU
bookkeeper Vera
Holtzman Hoffman
Touse dies at 100

By Ron Podell

Holtman Hoffman Touse, formerly of Ypsilanti and later of Jackson, was
active in the community, where she was a member of the First Baptist
Church of Ypsilanti for 62 years. She also volunteered at Beyer Hospital in
Ypsilanti for many years.
After graduating from high school, she moved to Michigan to attend
secretarial school.
In 1930, she married Edwin Hoffman, who died n 1953. After she finished
raising her children, she married Glenn Touse in 1965. He died in 1983.
Survivors include two daughters, Betty Phillips, of Ypsilanti; and Joyce
Johnson, of Florida; two sons, Lawrence Edwin and Richard Chiles, both of
Milan; and one stepson, Tom Touse of Washington state; 10 grandchildren;
and several great and great-great grandchildren.
Contributions in her memory can be made to the Salvation Army or the
donor's choice. Envelopes are available at Stark Funeral Service.
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EASTERN EXPLORERS: Alex Landen (front right}, an Eastern Michigan University sophomore from
Middleton, Ohio, answers a question from a high school student during a campus to.1r that was part of
Explore Eastern Oct. 16. The event, which allowed prospective students to talk Nith faculty about
majors in their departments, drew 718 attendees. It marked the largest number ecver for an Explore
Eastern during the fall.
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PLAY FOR A CAUSE: The Eastern Michigan University women's volleyball team not only faced Bowling
Green State University in a match Oct. 16. It also took on breast cancer, dressing in pink attire for the
annual DigPink! event at the Convocation Center. The Eagles were winners on both fronts, defeating
the Falcons 25-22, 25-11 and 25-23. As of the day of the match, donations totaled more than $6,600.
All proceeds will benefit the Side-Out Foundation, which fights breast cancer through the sport of
volleyball. With the win, the Eagles improved to 19-6 overall and 5-2 in the Mid-American Conference.
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SCULPTURE SESSION: (from left) Jason Ferguson, an assistant professor of art, discusses his
sculpture, entitled "Social Gathering", with EMU student Rita Hillman during the reception for the New
Faculty Exhibition in Ford Gallery Oct. 13. Ferguson's artwork was made of welded steel and an altered
dinette set. The New Faculty Exhibition, which includes the work of three other EMU faculty, continues
in Ford Hall through Nov 10. Photo by Erica Illtch
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GERONTOLOGY FALL LECTURE: Robin Boyle, a professor from Wayne State University's Department
of Urban Studies and Planning, was the keynote speaker for the Gerontology Annual Fall Lecture,
which took place Oct. 13 in the Sudent Center Ballroom. Boyle's lecture, entitled "Aging in Place:
Making it Work" explored recent research data from the Brookings Institution that reveals only 4 to 5
percent of older Americans are changing residences. A reception followed the lectur,! .
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KOREAN COURTESY: Myung-Sook Koh (seated), an EMU assistant professor of special education,
discusses options for studying and teaching in South Korea with Eastern Michigan University
sophomore Mayra Rivas, of Melvindale, during the Study Abroad Fair Oct. 12 in the Student Center.
During the fair, EMU students were able to meet faculty, representatives from partner universities and
alumni, as well as speak with financial representatives about various academic programs abroad .
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News Briefs

The following are news briefs about important activities and events happening
at Eastern Michigan University.
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News Briefs
By Ron Podell
• United We Give
• WEMU needs
pledge drive
numbers
• EMU Theatre
presen;:s "Hamlet"
• Holman Success
Center hiring
tutors
• Smith,
Distinguished
Leaders
Scholarships
available
• Academic Service
Learning Faculty
Fellows Seminar
• Campus
emergency
volunteers needed

• United We Give: The annual Unitec Way Kick-Off Breakfast is scheduled
Wednesday, Oct. 20. 8:15-9:30 a.m., Ballroom A, Student Center.
"United We Give" is the theme of the. year's campaign. The event his
hosted by Jessica " Decky" Alexande- and Leigh Greden. The event is by
invitation only. For more information about this event, contact Alexander
at mail@mail.socializr.com.
• WEMU needs pledge drive
volunteers: WEMU's fall
pledge drive is scheduled Oct.
21-28 at the WEMU studios in
426 King Hall. Volunteers are
needed for shifts that take
place between 6 a . m . and 7
p.m. weekdays, 6 a.m. to 11
p.m. Saturday and 6 a.m. to
10 p.m. Sunday. Volunteer
shifts are a minimum of two
consecutive hours. Come out
for some fun, food and friendly
conversation. To volunteer,
PLEDGE DRIVE TIME: WEMU's fall
call WEMU at 487-2229 any
pledge drive is scheduled Oct. 21-28.
time or e-mail Wardelia Wade Volunteers are needed to cover
at wwade@emich. edu.
shifts.

SUMMONING SHAKESPEARE··
Students Evan Mann (front) and Matt
Anderson play the role of Hamlet
•
during a rehearsal scene for EMU
Theatre's production of "Hamlet."
The image represents Hamlet's inner
struggle with himself as he battles
the world around him.

EMU Theatre presents "Hamlet":
EMU Theatre opens its season with
the Shakespeare classic "Hamlet"
Oct. 22-23 and Oct. 28-30, 7 p.m.;
and Oct. 24, 3 p.m., Quirk Theatre.
Lee Stille directs this edgy adaptation
with contemporary twists and
imaginative perspective. Tickets are
$15 regular admission, $12 for
students, and $9 for Mainstage
patrons. For tickets, call 487-2282 or
purchase them in person at the
Convocation Center, the Student
Center ticket office or the Quirk Box
Office.

Holman Success Center hiring
tutors: The Holman Success Center
(located in G04 Halle Library) is
currently hiring tutors for many
undergraduate level courses,
especially in BIO 251 & 252, SOCL
250, PHY 221-223, German, Japanese, and computer science courses. If
you are unable to tutor these courses, we still encourage you to submit
an application as we provide tutoring in many areas. The Holman Success
Center offers flexible hours and works as a great resume builder. If
interested, fill out a n employment application that is available at Holman
Success Center (G04 Halle) or onlne at emich.edu/tlc.

• Smith, Distinguished Leaders Scholarships available: The Margaret
A. Smith Scholarship and the C istinguished Leaders Scholarships are

available. The Smith Scholarship is awarded on the basis of financial need
and a demonstrated commitment to the advancement of women.
Students applying should have 3.0 or above GPA. The Distinguished
Leaders Scholarship is awarded to an outstanding major or graduate
student in Women's and Gender Studies. The deadline for both
scholarships is Nov. 4. For more information, see
http: //www. emich.edu/wstudies/opp-scholarships.html or call the
Women's and Gender Studies office at 487-1177.
• Academic Service-Learning
Academic Service·Learnmg
Faculty Fellows Seminar: Full
time EMU faculty are encouraged to
apply for the Academic-Service
Learning Faculty Fellows Seminar for winter term 2011. Academic
Service-Learning is a teaching methodology that engages students in
community service as a means of helping them gain a deeper
understanding of course objectives, acquire new knowledge and engage
in civic activity. Applications are due Nov. 15. Applications should be sent
to Jessica "Decky" Alexander, Director, Office of Academic-Service
Learning, 291 Rackham Hall. For more information, call 487-6570, e-mail
epattonl@emich.edu or visit www.asl.emich.edu.
• Campus emergency volunteers needed: Eastern Michigan University's
Emergency Management Office will offer training in the EMU Campus
Community Emergency Response Team (C-CERT) program, beginning
Friday, Nov. 5. Students, staff, faculty and community members are
encouraged to participate. Using the training learned in the classroom
and during exercises, C-CERT members can assist others on campus, in
their neighborhood or workplace, following an emergency event when
professional first responders are not immediately available to help. For
more information, visit http:/Jwww.c_lt:izencorps_,.govjcertL, call the EMU
Emergency Management Office at 487-0799 or e-mail
emergency. ma nag ement@em ich. edu.
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I worked for Eastern Michigan in the 1980s. Then, I bounced around "corporate America," working in hospitality
for a couple hotel chains. I spent a little time at Ford Global Recruiting but, because of the economy, I couldn't
stay there. So I ended up working at Eagle Crest Resort, then came back to EMU In August 2009, when this
position opened up.
My main duty here Is to Improve the look and quality of the Dining Commons. I work closely with members of
other departments, such as the media department. We work on design and implementation of new ideas, in order
to make the Dining Commons a fun and enjoyable place for the students.
We try hard to offer our students the freshest food. We don't use frozen or stored foods. We care a lot about our
customer service quality and never stop trying to improve it. For example, each season, we change the look of the
island and the entrance. So far, we've had great responses (via surveys) to our food selection and quality, so that
makes me really happy.
My job allows me to be creative. My supervisors tell me what they want and give me the freedom to use my own
ideas and creativity. I like to take what I learned in the corporate world -- my talents and experience -- and apply
them to the academic environment, such as EMU.
I nave a great passion for the students. We employ about 60 new students each semester and I love working with
them. Sometimes, I "change my hat" from manager and become a mentor to them.
I believe our love and care for our students and their welfare is what sets Eastern apart from the rest. I feel a
great sense of belonging here and I know I'm part of a wonderful community. - Contributed by Leah Shutes

